Although the list of completed genome sequencing projects has expanded rapidly, sequencing and analysis of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) remain a primary tool for discovery of novel genes in many eukaryotes and a key element in genome annotation.
INTRODUCTION
The TIGR Gene Index databases (TGI) (http://www.tigr.org/ tdb/tgi) are constructed using all publicly available expressed sequence tags (EST) and known gene sequence data stored in GenBank for each target species. Sequences are first cleaned to identify and remove contaminating sequences, including vector, adaptor, mitochondrial, ribosomal and chimeric sequences. These sequences are then searched pairwise against each other and grouped into clusters based on shared sequence similarity. The clusters are assembled at high stringency to produce tentative consensus (TC) sequences.
The virtual transcripts represented in the TCs are annotated using a variety of tools for open reading frame (ORF) prediction, single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) prediction, long oligo prediction for microarrays, putative annotation using a controlled vocabulary, Gene Ontology (GO) and Enzyme Commission (EC) number assignments and maps onto complete or drafted genomes or available genetic maps. The TCs are used to construct a variety of other databases, including the Eukaryotic Gene Orthologs (EGO) database and RESOURCERER, a database that annotates and cross-references microarray resources for plants and animals.
At present, 77 species are represented in the Gene Index databases, including 29 animals, 25 plants, 8 fungi and 15 protists; this includes most species for which public EST projects have released more than 50 000 ESTs. Current release information for each species-specific database is summarized in Table 1 . Individual databases are updated and released three times yearly, on February 1, June 1 and October 1, if the number of available ESTs for that species has increased by either 25 000 or >10%, whichever is less.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Construction of the Gene Indices
The process used to assemble each Gene Index is similar to that described previously (1-3), although some modifications have been made to improve the efficiency and accuracy of the process. mgBLAST, a modified version of the Megablast (4) program, is now used for the pairwise sequence comparisons that are the basis for defining the sequence clusters which form the basis for assembly. For large clusters containing hundreds or thousands of sequences (e.g. highly expressed genes such as actin), sequence representation is reduced prior to assembly using a variety of multilayer approaches, including transitive clustering, containment clustering and seeded clustering with known genes. 
New databases and tools
The EGO (http://www.tigr.org/tdb/tgi/ego) (9) database, previously known as TIGR Orthologous Gene Alignments (TOGA), uses pairwise sequence similarity searches and a transitive, reciprocal closure process to identify Tentative Ortholog Groups (TOGs) in eukaryotes (9) . EGO has expanded its representation to include all 77 species represented in the TGI and TOGs have been cross-referenced to the Online Mendelian in Man (OMIM) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query. fcgi?db=OMIM) database of human disease genes. RESOURCERER (10) provides annotation based on the TIGR Gene Indices for widely available microarray resources in human, mouse, rat, zebrafish and Xenopus, including widely used clone sets and Affymetrix GeneChips TM as well as a variety of other sequence-based resources such as RefSeq. RESOURCERER provides a wide range of annotation and integration with genomic and other resources, including gene name assignments, GO term and EC number assignments, chromosomal localization, integration with genetic and quantitative trait locus (QTL) maps, ortholog identification, lists of relevant abstracts in PubMed and promoter region identification. Owing to its integration with the TGI and EGO, RESOURCERER also provides links between microarray platforms both within and between species. Users can also submit a list of GenBank accessions corresponding to their microarray databases for annotation and functional analysis. A plant-specific version, Plant RESOURCERER, was released in September 2004 with microarray resources from Arabidopsis, potato, tomato, maize and rice.
Genomic maps align TCs to available complete or draft genomes, including human, mouse, rat, zebrafish, fly, worm, Fugu, mosquito, Arabidopsis, yeast, fission yeast and rice. Also these alignments can be viewed using either TGIviewer or gbrowse or through a number of distributed annotation system (DAS) viewers (11), including one developed at TIGR. Each Gene Index also includes graphical metabolic pathway maps linked to TCs associated with specific pathways through GO term and EC number annotation. Comparisons between TCs are also used to identify putative alternative splice forms based on shared blocks of sequence similarity. 
Using the TIGR Gene Indices
There are many ways in which users can access the TIGR Gene Index databases. Nucleotide or protein sequences can be searched using WU-BLAST against individual TGI databases, EGO or pre-selected classes of species, such as animals or plants. The TGI can be searched using unique identifiers (GB and TC Accessions, EST identifiers and ET numbers from the TIGR PREEGAD database), gene product names, functional classifications based on GO terms, metabolic pathways, library-related expression analysis, map position within various sequenced genomes, TOGs in the EGO database and alternative splice forms. Complete annotations for all of the ESTs and TCs in each TGI database are now also provided through the EST Annotator and TC Annotator features which provide comprehensive lists of sequences within each speciesspecific database. All of the TIGR Gene Indices are available for download through the main page for each species. Downloads consist of six files, including a FASTA file for all unique sequences, the TC list, the component ESTs in each TC, GO analysis, predicted oligos and a README file.
Software
Many of the software tools used to create the TGI are available with source code to the research community through the TGI software tools website (http://www.tigr.org/tdb/tgi/software). The TGI Clustering tool (TGICL) (6) is a software system for fast clustering and assembly of large EST datasets. TGICL starts with a large multi-FASTA file (and an optional quality value file) and outputs the assemblies produced by CAP3 (5). Both clustering and assembly phases can be parallelized by distributing the searches and the assembly jobs across multiple CPUs, as TGICL can take advantage of either SMP or PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) clusters. Other available software includes clview for viewing sequence assemblies in .ace format, SeqClean which is used to remove contaminating sequences from EST and gene sequences and cdbfasta/ cdbyank which index FASTA-formatted files and can be used to rapidly extract sequences from them.
